Weight

below 0kg ~ 11kg (Group0)

Age

New-born ~ 12months old

Weight

below 11kg ~ 18kg (Group1)

Age

12months ~ 4years old

Do not place a child seat rear-facing in the front seat of a vehicle with a passenger air bag uniess deactivated
DEATH OR SERIOUS INJURY can occur

Safe Keeping of Manual

Keep the manual inside
a belt cover on a backside of the car seat.

How to Use Side Cushion

Side cushion is recommended for infants under
6 months.Position the cushion to support a child's
head from both sides.

Name of parts
Head Sheet
Shoulder belt hole (4 stages)
Shoulder pad
Fastening plate buckle
Seat cover

Shoulder belt

Belt length adjusting lever

Upper base

Angle adjusting lever
(Lever to change to the rearward-facing)
ISOFIX latch

Belt cover

ISOFIX top tether hook

Belt Guide
(For Rear-Facing Installation)

Seat Angle Indicator
(For Rear-Facing Installation)
Belt locking lever
(For Forward-facing Mode)

When removing the belt cover
Length of the belt cover

Belt passage

The shoulder belt hanger is necessary for
adjusting the height of the shoulder belt.
ISOFIX latch lever

How to operate

Releasing
Fastening plate

Fastening plate

Buckle

Click

Press button
Button Cover
Take out the fastening plate by pushing the
press button within the buckle of the front pad.

Separate the fastening plate consisting of
2 parts into the upper and lower units.

Locking
Fastening plate

Fastening plate

Click

Buckle
Press button

Put together the left and right parts by placing
them into the upper and lower positions individually.

Check
The fastening
plate should be
checked for
its locking.

Click

Buckle
Press button
Button Cover

Button Cover
Insert the united fastening plate into
the buckle until there is a “Click” sound.

How to use the angle adjusting lever
Front viewing mode

Rear viewing
mode

The angle can be adjusted in four stages, with the 1st ~ 3rd stages for the front
viewing mode, and the 4th stage for the rear viewing mode.
In case of the front viewing mode, the safety seat’s angle needs to be adjusted
according to the angle of the car seat to which the safety seat will be fastened.

Angle adjustment for Rearward - facing mode

Applicable

Weight

Below 13kg

In case of the rear viewing mode for the infant safety seat, it can be adjusted to the 4th stage.

Lever to change to the rearward facing mode
The angle adjusting lever needs to be
pulled for pushing it backwards

Angle adjustment for Forward - facing mode

Lay it down to the 4th stage (The lowest laying position).
(Refer to the arrow on the main body for checking the
position of the angle adjustment)

Applicable

Weig

Below 9kg ~ 18kg

In case of the Forward - facing for the infant safety seat, it can be adjusted in 3 stages ranging from 1st ~ 3rd.

Lever to change to the Forward - facing mode
The angle adjusting lever needs to be pulled
for pushing it backwards

Adjust the angle of the product to one of the 3 stages
according to the angle of the car seat (Refer to the
arrow on the side of the main body).

How to use the locking lever
The locking lever is a device to attach the infant
safety seat into the car firmly. It should be used.
There are 2 locking levers, located at the right and
left side individually. Use the product according to the
attachment position.

Locking lever
The locking lever and the belt guide are used to attach the infant safety seat by using the car seat belt.

Danger They should be used. If they are not used, the safety seat may not be fastened when an impact or an abrupt
stopping occurs, possibly leading to a dangerous situation.

Before using the product, it should be checked whether it can be attached onto your car seat (Refer to About

Danger the Seats to Which the Safety Seat Can Not Be Attached on page 2). Even when the safety seat can not be

installed as described in the user manual, you should not use any forceful measures to fasten it.
The safety seat may not function fully when a situation occurs, possibly causing an accident unexpectedly.
Caution While operating the locking lever, you should be careful not to get your hands or fingers caught in it.

Locking

Slide the locking lever sideway to unlock.

Insert the car shoulder strap through the locking lever and slide the lever
to the opposite side to lock it while pulling the strap tightly.
Position the strap under the lever and push the lever all the way to securely
hold the strap.

In case of the rearward facing mode only

Vehicle shoulder belt

As indicated above, fix the belt with the locking lever and hang it
to the belt guide while pulling it tightly.
Belt guide

Locking lever

Releasing

Release the car buckle

Slide the locking lever to unlock,
and release the car shoulder strap.

Before being attached into the car
How to seat an infant
Each part needs to be adjusted to be suitable for the body of the infant before being attached into the car.
Danger

Every time when an infant is seated, the adjusting belt should be pulled to seat the baby tightly. If the shoulder
belt can not function as originally designed, consequently, the infant may risk his or her life, or suffering critical damage.

Seating
the
infant

The buckle of the front pad needs to be released first,
the, the belt adjusting lever needs to be finger-pressed
while pulling and loosening the shoulder belt (Refer to
Buckle Releasing and Locking on page 7)

After the infant is seated, the shoulder belt
needs to be put on. At that time, the height of
the shoulder belt needs to be adjusted to fit the
height of the infant’s shoulder (Refer to Height
Adjustment of the Shoulder Belt on page 11)

* Note

The shoulder strap comes in 2 positions upon the product shipment. Adjust the height of the shoulder strap
depending on a child's sitting height.

Adjustment

Belt cover

Shoulder belt
hanger

Belt cover

Headrest Adjustment
* Note

For easy operation, insert the shoulder strap through the hole on the backrest cover.
The headrest and shoulder strap move together from the 2nd position of the backrest height.

Adjustment
1. Pull the head adjustment lever forward on the back of the car seat to adjust
up and down.The headrest can be adjusted to 4 positions.

2. The bottom of the headrest should be aligned close to infant's shoulders.
Caution
The position of the headrest must be adjusted appropriately to infant's body.
If failed to do so, the safety seat may not deliver sufficient effects.

How to Finish Back Covering

Flip up the top edge of the backrest covering
when adjusting the headrest. (from the 3rd position)

Finished covering

Roll the flipped edge of the covering inward.

Slide the covering into the space between the backrest
and headrest to neatly finish the covering.
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Adjust the height of the shoulder strap and headrest appropriately to infant's body.
(See the shoulder strap and headrest adjustment on page 11 & 12.)

1. Slide the locking lever on the other end of the vehicle mounting plate
sideway to unlock.
2. Insert the car shoulder strap through the locking lever and slide the
lever to the opposite side to lock it while pulling the strap tightly.
(Position the strap under the lever and push the lever all the way to
securely hold the strap.)

slide the strap locking lever sideway and press down to fasten it while pulling
the strap tightly using your body weight from above the car seat after checking
if the car shoulder strap is properly inserted through the locking lever.

Hang the car shoulder strap to the belt guide for dual fix of the strap initially
fastened with the locking lever.
(See how to use locking lever and belt guide on page 9.)

Group l

9kg~ 18kg

Adjust the height of the shoulder strap and headrest appropriately to infant's body.
(See the shoulder strap and headrest adjustment on page 11 & 12.)

1. Slide the locking lever on the other end of the vehicle mounting plate sideway
to unlock.
2. Insert the car shoulder strap through the locking lever and slide the lever to
the opposite side to lock it while pulling the strap tightly.
(Position the strap under the lever and push the lever all the way to securely
hold the strap.)

Check the car shoulder strap is properly inserted through the locking lever.
If the car seat is shaking, slide the locking lever sideway and press down to lock
it while pulling the strap tightly using your body weight from above the car seat.

Follow the direction conversely when covering the seat.

Pull out the shoulder strap, and untie the elastic on the
back of the head covering to remove.

Belt guide

Remove back covering by detaching velcro on the back of
the covering.
* Remove the back covering from the bottom.

Spread the covering left and right to get around
the belt guide.

* Shoulder pad for children is used for front-facing installation over 9kg.

Detach existing shoulder pad.
Pull out the shoulder strap through a shoulder strap adjusting gear on the back of the car seat. (See P.11)
Pull out the shoulder strap from the shoulder pad.

Front

Outer
Side

Back

In
Side

ISOFIX Installation (Optional)
This device can be used in vehicles designed to fit ISOFIX.
ISOFIX is an international standard fastener for child safety equipment installation for a vehicle that securely
protects infants through the direct connection to the vehicle.

How to Fasten & Release Bottom Latch
Fasten

Pull the stopper lever in the front edge of ISOFIX base of the car seat forward from the both sides,
and then push the lever out of the ISOFIX base.

After aligning latches to anchors on the both sides, push the car seat to securely fasten.
If it is difficult to connect the latches, try connecting the latches by slightly rocking the car seat side
to side after aligning the latches to the anchors.

[Important]
1.The side of a latch will be marked "GREEN" if it is firmly fastened. If the indicator is "RED"
instead of "GREEN", try re-fastening again.
2. If the indicator is marked "GREEN", pull the car seat forward to check the Latch is firmly
fastened.

[Note]
LATCH is a car seat fastener for infants that can be fastened to a fixed anchor between the
backrest and the seat on the back seat of a vehicle.

ISOFIX Installation (Optional)
Release

Release the latch by pulling the car seat forward while pressing the latch lever on the opposite side of the fixed
control lever.

How to Connect Upper Tether

* The
mark in the picture on the left is located on the top edge of the rear
seat backrest if the vehicle is designed to fit ISOFIX.
1. Pull the webbing while pressing the length adjustment button(red part) for
upper tether, and hang the tether hook to the tether hanger behind the car seat.
2. Tightly pull the tether belt to keep the webbing tight to minimize the gap.

[Note]
Use rear-facing installation procedure for front-facing ISOFIX installation.

After Installation

Rear-Facing Installation

Front-Facing Installation
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